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Pilgrim Airlines DHC-6-100, N127PivI, operating as 
ecticut, and Boston, Massachusetts, was forced to make 
sing altitude because of an in-flight fire in the cockpit 
craft, with 10 passengers and 2 crewmemhers on board, 

on the frozen surface of the Scituate Reservoir near Providence, Rhode 
nued to burn after the aircraft came to rest and completely 
nd passenger cabin. One passenger was killed as a result of the 

Although the National Transportation Safety Board's investigation of the accident is 
ill in progress, interviews with the surviving passengers revealed that the smoke and fire 
ere preceded by the smell of alcohol. The copilot reported that ice had formed on the 
'ndshield and that he had activated the deicing switch twice before noticing smoke rising 

rom the base of the control column yoke. The windshield deicing system installed on the 
cident aircraft uses 100 percent isopropyl alcohol. The manufacturer's installation 

ists of a polyethylene reservoir (1.5-gallon capacity) mounted in the cockpit to the 
of the pilot's seat pan. The reservoir is connected to the inlet of a 24-volt D.C. 
tric motor-driven pump through l/4-inch-diameter tygon plastic tubing (vinyl base). 

e pump is located on a bulkhead underneath the cockpit floor about 4 feet below the 
servoir. The pump pressure outlet is connected to the windshield spray nozzles through 
8-inch-diameter tygon tubing. The pressure tubing passes above numerous potential 
ition sources RS it runs forward and upward to the spray nozzles. The tubing-to-fitting 

nnections are made by slipping the tubinF over the ends of beaded fittings and securing 
em with three strands of safety wire. Pilgrim Airlines personnel reported that the 

with service use and that on several occasions the tubing has 
from the pump fittings, resulting in alcohol leaks during flight. 

The Safety Board believes that the isopropyl alcohol windshield deicing installation 
he DHC-fi model aircraft Configured for operation in icing conditions presents a fire 

eliminated. I t  is the Safety Board's understanding that 
and Aircraft offers a heated v:indshield as an alternate installation for those 
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